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Are you starting or thinking of starting a marketing consulting
practice?  Let me share the 7 deadly mistakes to avoid.

Keeping your head down working on your perfect
website before launching.

Getting clients, establishing processes and getting
results for your clients is what you should focus on. 
 The tools will come.

Getting sidetracked chasing tools and the platform of
the week.

Not working your warm market for real conversation
with welcoming prospects.

Start by building your network with the people who
already know you. Tell them what you are doing and
have conversations. Learn what you need to be
saying with those that already know and trust you.

Get out from behind the desk and go start talking to
people.  Tell people what you are doing.  Talk to
people about the problems they need solved. 
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Saying "yes" to any client or project that comes your
way.

Yes, you should learn how to do the work but only in
order to turn around and put together a team of
strategic partnerships who help you get the work
done.  You'll want to know what's involved in
completing task but now actually doing them all.

Attempting to do all the work yourself even if you
have the time.

Creating custom engagements every time rather than
relying on processes.

Most clients don't really know what they need and as
the expert, you will be the one providing the client with
a proven repeatable process that delivers results. 

Establish and maintain guidelines for who your ideal
client would be and your core offerings.  Your offers
should be simple to explain, price and execute.

Not charging what you deserve for every
engagement.

A proven repeatable system in place is crucial.  Once
you have one in place you will prove the value you are
delivering and you will then feel confident to charge
what it is worth.
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